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Astrology and Meditation 
Saturday April 29th   

We will explore planetary energies as a basis for meditations.  This expands  our ability to relate to and use 
the energy of the planets.  Some of these energies will be very familiar and others less so, as we tend to 

open to some planets more than others. Recognizing negative influences and raising their vibrations 
through meditation is also included.  

 4/29/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  
Advanced Registration: $100.00  

Registration: $125.00  

Reincarnation and Between Lives  
Saturday,  May 27th  

Our journey of life is continuous whether we are in bodies or not.  Between lives and each life is but another 
chapter in our book of life.  We will explore the different chapters and how we may want to do some 

rewriting.  Life between lives is very complex and very busy.  When we open to higher states of 
consciousness while in earth bodies, it facilitates our journey into the heaven worlds.  We will also look at 

earth bound, area of  lost souls, as well as the higher levels.  Why following the light is so important, will be 
another subject.  

5/27/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  
Advanced Registration: $100.00  

Registration: $125.00  

Improving Communication and Information Gathering 
 Monday-Wednesday, June 12th -14th   

We all like to have more information whether about past lives, understanding the present better, future 
possibilities, or just to know what the weather will be!  There is information available to us from various 
sources.  We will learn how to expand our abilities through various methods and sources.  This not only 

brings information, but also guidance. 
6/12/23-6/14/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $200.00 
Registration: $225.00  
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Recognizing different Energies in our Systems  

Saturday, June 17th  
We are affected by many different energies; our bodies own energies, other persons, planetary, kundalini, 

tumo, nature, as well as other sources.  Sometimes we are so bombarded by other energies that it is hard to 
function. We will learn to discern the differences and uses of these energies and how we can use them 

better or transmute them. 
6/17/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $100.00  
Registration: $125.00  

Power of Consciousness  
Monday -Wednesday, July 17th -19th   

This class includes accessing higher powers of consciousness for creativity and gathering information, 
expanding awareness of what we do in higher states, opening to parallel dimensions, adjusting to the higher 

levels of consciousness being brought in by Pluto in Aquarius, and how expanded awareness changes how 
we see ourselves. 

7/17/23- 7/19/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  
Advanced Registration: $200.00  

Registration: $225.00  

Living in our Bodies 
Saturday, July 29th   

We spend a lifetime in a body that may inherit a different agenda from ours. We need to learn to live 
together, recognizing our bodies needs and wants. Having happy bodies and communicating with them can 

help make the life a more special journey. 
7/29/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $100.00  
Registration: $125.00   
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 Energy Focused Meditations  
Monday-Wednesday, August 7th – 9th     

A focused meditation is like shooting an arrow.  In this type of meditation we focus on something,( take 
aim) and send our energy to the desired destination.  Then we are in open meditation to see what 

information or experiences comes.  This can be a way of exploring different areas. We will explore how we 
expand our awareness and ability to perceive different states of consciousness. 

8/7/23 – 8/9/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  
Advanced Registration: $200.00  

Registration: $225.00  

Understanding and Working with Dreams 
Saturday, August 26th   

Dreams may  also be out of body experiences, growth events or other forms of night work.  Understanding , 
discerning, and learning to use these different dream states will be part of this class. Various forms of 

interpretation will be included. 
8/26/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $100.00  
Registration: $125.00  

Kundalini and the Chakras 
Monday-Wednesday, September 11th – 13th  

Deeper work with kundalini and the chakras, how to do gentle maintenance, access greater depth and 
higher levels of energy, are included in this workshop. We will explore chakras as portals to higher 

dimensions.  How to have better use of what we have and how to open to more is included.  
9/11/23-9/13/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $200.00  

Registration: $225.00   

Higher Levels of our Bodies 
Saturday, September 23rd  

Our bodies, including physical, emotional, mental, and the spiritual bodies have higher levels 
(vibrations)that we use at times.  We will be exploring those higher levels to see if we are already using 

them and how their energies can enhance our life and growth.  The higher levels have their own qualities 
and greater stages of consciousness.  

9/23/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  
Advanced Registration: $100.00  

Registration: $125.00   
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Tumo 
Monday-Wednesday, October 9th- 11th   

This is an ongoing workshop.  This year we will focus on tumo’s need to be creative in various areas, tumo 
and higher mental abilities, tumo in nature, and how tumo can control and enhance other energies. (Must 

have had previous Tumo classes or get in contact with Genevieve to see what can be done for you to 
participate in this workshop.) 

10/9/23 -10/11/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  
Advanced Registration: $200.00  

Registration: $225.00  

Prayer and Meditation 
Saturday, October 21st   

We will explore the differences and similarities between prayer and meditation, how they are both part of 
our spiritual growth. This exploration includes; inner and outer levels of prayer,  prayers of other cultures, 

and we will look at how our thoughts, feelings and actions are also forms of praying. 
10/21/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $100.00  
Registration: $125.00   

Fabulous Energies of 2024 
Saturday, November 11th   

We will explore the coming planetary changes of 2024.  Great  changes, as Pluto finally moves into Aquarius 
to stay for 20 years. It was in Capricorn for 20 years – an earth sign and now will be in Aquarius – an air sign. 
In 2024 we will also see Jupiter and Uranus conjunction in April as well as a Solar Eclipse that will be visible 

from Texas to Maine. 
11/11/23, 9:30 am-3:30 pm  

Advanced Registration: $100.00  
Registration: $125.00  

 


